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The number of points on the curve aY e=bXe+c (abc{0) defined over a finite
field Fq , q#1 (mod e), is known to be obtainable in terms of Jacobi sums and
cyclotomic numbers of order e with respect to this field. In this paper, we obtain
explicitly the Jacobi sums and cyclotomic numbers of order e=l and e=2l over
finite fields Fq , q= p:#1 (mod e), for odd primes l and any prime p such that the
order of p modulo l is even. Contrary to the case p#1 (mod e) considered in the
literature, we have obtained these results solely in terms of q and l. We apply these
results to evaluate the number of Fq n -rational points on the non-singular projective
curves aY l=bX l+cZl and aY 2l=bX 2l+cZ2l (abc{0) defined over finite fields Fq ,
with conditions on q, p, and l as above. Using these evaluations, we obtain
explicitly the ‘-function of the former curve aY l=bX l+cZl defined over Fq as a
rational function in the variable t. Thereby we corroborate the Weil conjectures
(now theorems) for this concrete class of curves.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let e be a positive integer >1 and let q be a positive integral power of
a prime p such that q#1 (mod e). Let Fq be a finite field of q elements and
let # be a generator of the cyclic group Fq*. Let ‘ be a primitive (complex)
eth root of unity. Define a character / on Fq* by /(#)=‘ and set /(0)=0.
Also set /i (0)=0 for any integer i. (Note that /0(v)=1 for v # Fq*.)
For i, j modulo e (or for 0i, je&1), the Jacobi sums Je(i, j) and the
cyclotomic numbers A(i, j)e of order e over Fq are defined as
Je(i, j)= :
v # Fq
/i (v) / j (v+1)= :
v # Fq"[0, &1]
‘i ind# (v)+ j ind# (v+1),
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and
A(i, j)e=cardinality of X(i, j)e ,
where
X(i, j)e=[v # Fq | /(v)=‘
i, /(v+1)=‘ j]
=[v # Fq"[0, &1] | ind# (v)#i (mod e), ind# (v+1)#j (mod e)].
It is important to note that the sums Je(i, j) and the numbers A(i, j)e are
defined with respect to the character /: # [ ‘ on Fq*. In particular, they
depend on the generator # chosen. However, the numbers A(i, j)e do not
depend upon ‘ whereas the sums Je(i, j) may or may not depend on ‘; in
general, Je(i, j) is an element of the ring Z[‘] for each i, j (mod e).
With respect to such a character / on Fq*, the Jacobi sums and the
cyclotomic numbers of order e are related by
:
e&1
i=0
:
e&1
j=0
‘&(ai+bj)Je(i, j)=e2A(a, b)e and :
e&1
i=0
:
e&1
j=0
A(i, j)e ‘
ai+bj=Je(a, b).
Thus knowing all the Jacobi sums, we know all the cyclotomic numbers,
and the converse. Note that upon changing the generator of Fq*, the set of
e2 Jacobi sums newly obtained is a permutation of the initial set of Jacobi
sums, and similarly this is true for the sets X(i, j)e and the cyclotomic
numbers A(i, j)e . In particular, if # and #$=#
k are two generators of Fq* ,
there exists an integer y such that ky#1 (mod e) and one sees that
Je(i, j)#$=Je(iy, jy)#=_y(Je(i, j)#),
(X(i, j)e)#$=(X(ik, jk)e)# and (A(i, j)e)#$=(A(ik, jk)e)# .
Here, for ( y, e)=1, _y is the automorphism ‘ [ ‘ y of Q(‘) over Q.
The cyclotomic problem, i.e., the problem of determining all cyclotomic
numbers for a given modulus and a given field, has been considered by
various mathematicians since the time of Gauss (1801). The cyclotomic
problem for prime modulus l, over finite fields Fq , q= p:, p#1 (mod l ),
has been treated by Gauss (l=2, 3, q= p), Stieltjes (l=3, q= p), Dickson,
Whiteman, and Williams (l=3, 5, q= p), Leonard and Williams (l=7, 11,
q= p), Hall and Storer (l=3, q= p:), Parnami, Agrawal, and Rajwade
(l19, q= p:), and Katre and Rajwade (any l, q= p:). For the historical
background and references, see [5].
For odd primes l and modulus e=2l, the cyclotomic problem for finite
fields Fq , q= p:, p#1 (mod 2l ) has been treated by Dickson (e=6, q= p
in detail; e=10, 14, q= p sketchy), Whiteman (e=10, q= p), Muskat
(e=14, q= p), Buck and Williams (e=14, q= p), Zee (e=22, q= p),
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Berndt and Evans (e=6, 10, q= p2), Hall and Storer (e=6, q= p:), and
Acharya and Katre (e=2l, any l, q= p:). For the references, see [1].
It has been observed by all these authors, and was earlier remarked by
Gauss, that for an odd prime l and p#1 (mod l ), the cyclotomic numbers
of order l and order 2l over the field Fq cannot be determined just in terms
of p and l but that one requires, in addition, a quadratic partition of q.
Then the formulae for cyclotomic numbers can be written in terms of a
properly chosen solution of a relevant diophantine system; e.g., Gauss
obtained cyclotomic numbers of order 3 in terms of a solution (L, M) of
the system 4p=L2+27M2, L#1 (mod 3). While Gauss used his theory of
cyclotomic periods to obtain this diophantine system, Dickson and later
authors have used the properties of Jacobi sums for this purpose.
The order of p modulo l, written ord p (mod l ), is defined to be the least
positive integer f such that p f#1 (mod l ). In other words, earlier authors
have considered the case when ord p (mod l )=1 in the above works. For
l=3, q= p:, Hall and Storer have, in addition, considered the case when
p1 (mod 3) (or ord p (mod 3)=2). When ord p (mod l ) is maximum
possible, i.e., l&1, Katre and Anuradha [7] have shown that for finite
fields Fq , q= p:#1 (mod l ), the cyclotomic numbers and Jacobi sums of
order l can be obtained just in terms of q and l.
One of the aims of the present paper is to prove that for e=l and e=2l,
and in all cases when ord p (mod l ) is even, the cyclotomic numbers and
Jacobi sums of order e for finite fields Fq , q= p:#1 (mod e), are given
solely and explicitly in terms of q and l and one does not have to consider
solutions of a specific diophantine system. V. V. Acharya has recently
drawn our attention to a paper by Baumert et al. [2] where they have
introduced the concept of uniform cyclotomy. Further, the referee has
informed us of a paper by R. J. Evans [3] in which the author has
explicitly evaluated certain pure Gauss sums over finite fields using results
for Jacobi sums. We find that there is some overlapping between the results
in these two papers and the results obtained here; however, the methods
are different, and we have a number of new results, especially related to
‘-functions.
The cyclotomic problem in the case when ord p (mod l) is odd and >1
is more intricate and will be treated separately.
In the present paper, we first evaluate the Jacobi sums of order e=l and
e=2l, for odd primes l, over finite fields Fq , q= p:#1 (mod e), when
f =ord p (mod l ) is even. It has been possible to consider these two cases
(e=l and e=2l ) simultaneously, and the Jacobi sums of order e in each
case are elements of the ring Z[‘l]. In fact, here, the Je(i, j) happen to be
rational integers: &1, q&2, or \p:2. (As f is even, so is :.)
In Theorem 1, we determine the prime ideal decomposition of the Jacobi
sums of order l and order 2l over Fq in the ring Z[‘ l]; this turns out to
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be very simple, given solely in terms of the ideal p of the above ring. We
obtain this decomposition using splitting properties of the prime p in the
cyclotomic field Q(‘l) and simple properties of the Galois group of Q(‘l)
over Q, and interpreting these in the light of some (general) established
properties of Jacobi sums. In Theorem 2, we apply a simple lemma related
to the cyclotomic ring of integers Z[‘l] to determine the Jacobi sums of
order l and order 2l explicitly in terms of q (or p) alone. In Theorem 3, we
show that the Jacobi sums obtained directly as above can alternatively be
determined in terms of the (unique) solution of a relevant diophantine
system; this demonstrates the relationship (for the case considered here)
with the work done by earlier authors when ord p (mod l )=1.
In Section 4, we see that certain lemmas which determine the cyclotomic
numbers in terms of coefficients of the Jacobi sums for the case p#1
(mod e) (e=l, 2l ) also extend to the case when p is not necessarily #1
(mod e). Using the results obtained for Jacobi sums in Theorem 2, we
apply these lemmas to obtain explicitly the cyclotomic numbers of order l
and order 2l for the case under consideration (cf. Theorems 4 and 5).
The results we have obtained for the Jacobi sums and cyclotomic
numbers as above are independent of the generator # of Fq* as well as the
root of unity ‘. In other words, a certain ambiguity that arises in the
evaluation of these sums and numbers with respect to the generator #,
for the case ord p (mod l )=1, does not arise here. Further, the results
obtained here are expressed solely in terms of q and l (see also [2, 3]).
In Section 5, we illustrate our results through concrete numerical
examples. Further, for the case l=3, e=3, 6, we illustrate the compatibility
of our results (for ord p (mod l ) even) with those obtained by earlier
authors when p#1 (mod l ). In Section 6, we apply these results to obtain
the exact number of points on the non-singular projective curves aY l=
bX l+cZ l and aY2l=bX 2l+cZ2l (abc{0) defined over the finite field Fq ,
q= p:#1 (mod e), where e=l in the first case and e=2l in the second case,
for odd primes l and any prime p such that ord p (mod l ) is even. These
results, obtained in Theorems 6 and 7, are given just in terms of q and l.
We next apply the results of Theorem 6 to explicitly obtain the ‘-func-
tion of the projective curve aY l=bX l+cZ l defined over Fq as a rational
function in the variable t (cf. Theorem 8). Thus we are able to corroborate
the Weil conjectures (that have been proved in generality) for this concrete
class of curves. It is important to mention here that although the ‘-function
of a non-singular projective curve over a finite field is known to be a
rational function in the variable t, of the form P(t)(1&t)(1&qt), in
general it has been quite difficult to explicitly obtain the polynomial P(t);
this is known in the literature only for a few simple curves.
In conclusion, we remark that the results of this paper may be further
applied to determine explicitly the ‘-functions of the projective curves
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aY2l=bX 2l+cZ2l, aY2Zl&2=bX l+cZl, and aY2Z2l&2=bX 2l+cZ2l
(abc{0), defined over certain finite fields, as rational functions in the
variable t.
2. PROPERTIES OF JACOBI SUMS AND
CYCLOTOMIC NUMBERS
Henceforth in this paper, l will always denote an odd prime. Further, we
will denote, for the finite field Fq , the Jacobi sums and cyclotomic numbers
of order l by Jl (i, j) and A(i, j)l , respectively, and those of order 2l by
simply J(i, j) and Ai, j . These will be defined with respect to the characters
on Fq*,
/: # [ ‘
(for the modulus l-case), and
: # [ !
(for the modulus 2l-case), where # is a fixed generator of the cyclic group
Fq* and ‘ and ! are primitive (complex) lth and 2lth roots of unity, respec-
tively. Further, we will assume that ‘=!2 (equivalently, !=&‘(l+1)2); this
assumption is required when we wish to consider Jacobi sums of order l
and order 2l simultaneously; e.g., this is needed in the proofs of Proper-
ties 5 and 8 of Jacobi sums of order 2l given in Proposition 2 below.
2.1. The Case for Modulus l
For the case p#1 (mod l ), q= p:#1 (mod l ), the following properties
of Jl (i, j) and A(i, j)l , for i, j modulo l, have been established in [9]. Most
of these properties have also been observed for the case p1 (mod l ),
q= p:#1 (mod l), in [7]. The remaining properties are observed easily.
The case p=2 is also included here. We write q&1=lt and state these
combined results below as:
Proposition 1. For any prime p such that q= p:#1 (mod l ), the
following properties are satisfied by the Jacobi sums and cyclotomic numbers
of order l for the finite field Fq :
Properties of Jl (i, j):
1. Jl (i, j) = Jl ( j, i) = Jl (&i& j, j) = Jl ( j, &i& j) = Jl (&i& j, i) =
Jl (i, &i& j).
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2. Jl (0, j)={&1q&2
if j0 (mod l ),
if j#0 (mod l ).
3. If a+b+c#0 (mod l ), Jl (a, b)=Jl (b, c)=Jl (c, a). In particular,
Jl (1, l&1)=Jl (1, 0).
4. For (k, l )=1, _k Jl (i, j)=Jl (ik, jk).
5. Jl (1, n) Jl (1, n)={q1
if n0, &1 (mod l ),
if n#0, &1 (mod l ).
6. Jl (1, n)#&1 (mod(1&‘)2).
Remark. From Properties 14 above, we see that to obtain all Jacobi
sums of order l, it is enough to determine Jl (1, 1), Jl (1, 2), ..., Jl (1, (l&3)2)
when l>3 and Jl (1, 1) when l=3. (Note that Jl (1, (l&1)2)=Jl ((l&1)2,
(l&1)2)=_(l&1)2 Jl (1, 1).)
Properties of A(i, j)l :
1. A(i, j)l=A( j, i)l=A(i& j, l& j)l=A( j&i, l&i)l=A(l& j, i& j)l=A(l&i, j&i)l .
2. :
l&1
j=0
A(i, j)l={t&1t
if i#0 (mod l ),
if i0 (mod l ).
3. :
l&1
i=0
:
l&1
j=0
A(i, j)l=q&2.
2.2. The Case for Modulus 2l
For the case p#1 (mod 2l ), q= p:#1 (mod 2l ), the following properties
of J(i, j) and Ai, j , for i, j modulo 2l, have been established in [1]. We
observe that these properties also hold for the case p1 (mod 2l ),
q= p:#1 (mod 2l ). The proofs are analogous to the case established in
[1]. The case p=2 does not arise here. We write q&1=2lt and combine
these results to give:
Proposition 2. For any odd prime p such that q= p:#1 (mod 2l), the
following properties are satisfied by the Jacobi sums and cyclotomic numbers
of order 2l for the finite field Fq :
Properties of J(i, j):
1. J(i, j) = i+ j (&1) J( j, i) = J(&i& j, j) =  i (&1) J( j, &i& j) =
i+ j (&1) J(&i& j, i)=i (&1) J(i, &i& j).
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2. If a+b+c#0 (mod 2l ), then J(a, b)=c(&1) J(b, a)=J(c, b)=
a(&1) J(b, c)=c(&1) J(c, a)=a(&1) J(a, c). In particular, J(1, n)=
(&1) J(1, 2l&n&1).
3. J(0, j)={&1q&2
if j0 (mod 2l ),
if j#0 (mod 2l ).
J(i, 0)=i (&1) J(0, i).
4. For (k, 2l )=1, {kJ(i, j)=J(ik, jk), where {k is the automorphism
! [ !k of Q(!) over Q (this is equivalent to the automorphism _k : ‘ [ ‘k of
Q(‘) over Q).
5. J(2r, 2s)=Jl (r, s).
6. J(1, n) J(1, n)={q1
if n0, &1 (mod 2l ),
if n#0, &1 (mod 2l ).
7. Let m, n, r be integers such that m+n0 (mod 2l ) and m+r0
(mod 2l ). Then J(m, n) J(m+n, r)=m(&1) J(m, r) J(n, m+r).
8. Let n be an odd integer such that 1n2l&3 and let m=ind# 2.
Then J(1, n)#&‘&m(n+1) (mod(1&‘)2). If n is even such that 2n2l&2,
then J(1, n)=(&1) J(1, 2l&n&1)#&(&1) ‘mn (mod(1&‘)2).
Properties of Ai, j :
1. For t even, Ai, j=Aj, i=Ai& j, &j=Aj&i, &i=A&i, j&i=A& j, i& j .
For t odd, Ai, j=Al+ j, l+i=Al+i& j, &j=Al+ j&i, l&i=A&i, j&i=A l& j, i& j .
2. :
2l&1
j=0
Ai, j=t&ni , where
ni={
1 if i#0 (mod 2l), t even,
1 if i#l (mod 2l), t odd,
0 otherwise.
:
2l&1
i=0
Ai, j= {t&1t
if j#0 (mod 2l ),
if j0 (mod 2l ).
3. :
2l&1
i=0
:
2l&1
j=0
Ai, j=q&2.
Remark. From the properties of J(i, j), it follows that we may obtain
all the 4l2 Jacobi sums of order 2l if
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(i) we know all the Jacobi sums of order l and
(ii) we know the Jacobi sums J(1, n) for n odd, 1n2l&3 (equiv-
alently, if we know J(1, n) for n even, 2n2l&2).
Thus, to obtain all J(i, j), it is enough to determine J(1, n) for n odd,
1n2l&3, and Jl (1, n) for 1n(l&3)2 when l>3. For l=3, we
need to know Jl (1, 1), J(1, 1), and J(1, 3).
2.3. The Subcase When ord p (mod l ) Is Even, for Moduli e=l and e=2l
Let the order f of p (mod l ) be even. For e=l, 2l and q= p:#1 (mod e),
one sees that := fs for some integer s1. Thus q&1#0 (mod 4) when
p{2. So for modulus e=2l, and q&1=2lt, it follows that t is even and
(&1)=1.
Also, for this subcase, we see that when p{2, ind# 2#0 (mod l ) in the
finite field Fq . (In fact, each element of Fp is an lth power in Fq .) This
follows by noting that
Fp=[0, # j, #2j, ..., #( p&1) j]/Fq ,
where j=(q&1)( p&1); clearly j#0 (mod l ). Thus we may combine the
results of Propositions 1 and 2 to obtain:
Proposition 3. For e=l and e=2l, when ord p (mod l ) is even and
q= p:#1 (mod e), setting q&1=et, the Jacobi sums and cyclotomic
numbers of order e for the finite field Fq satisfy the following properties:
Properties of Je(i, j):
1. Je(i, j) = Je( j, i) = Je(&i& j, j) = Je( j, &i& j) = Je(&i& j, i) =
Je(i, &i& j).
2. Je(0, j)={&1q&2
if j0 (mod e),
if j#0 (mod e).
3. If a+b+c#0 (mod e), Je(a, b)=Je(b, c)=Je(c, a). In particular,
Je(1, n)=Je(1, e&n&1) and Je(1, e&1)=Je(1, 0).
4. If a+b#0 (mod e) and a, b not both #0 (mod e), then
Je(a, b)=&1.
5. For (k, e)=1, _k Je(i, j)=Je(ik, jk).
6. Je(1, n) Je(1, n)={q1
if n0, &1 (mod e),
if n#0, &1 (mod e).
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7. Je(1, n)#&1 (mod(1&‘)2).
8. For e=2l, Je(2r, 2s)=Je2(r, s) and Je(m, n) Je(m+n, r)=Je(m, r)
Je(n, m+r) for m+n, m+r0 (mod e).
Properties of A(i, j)e :
1. A(i, j)e=A( j, i)e=A (i& j, &j)e=A( j&i, &i)e=A(& j, i& j)e=A(&i, j&i)e .
2. :
e&1
i=0
A(i, j)e={t&1t
if j#0 (mod e),
if j0 (mod e).
3. :
e&1
i=0
:
e&1
j=0
A(i, j)e=q&2.
3. EVALUATION OF JACOBI SUMS OF ORDER l, 2l
Theorem 1 (Prime Ideal Decomposition of the Jacobi Sums). Let p be
a prime such that f =ord p (mod l ) is even, and let q= p:#1 (mod e)
where e=l or 2l. Then for the finite field Fq , the prime ideal decomposition
of Je(1, n) in Z[‘] is given by (Je(1, n))=( p:2) for 1ne&2.
Proof. First, we note that all the Jacobi sums of order l and order 2l
belong to the ring Z[‘] (as the cyclotomic fields Q(‘) and Q(!) are the
same). Second, we have
Je(1, n) Je(1, n)=q for 1ne&2
(cf. Proposition 3). Thus any prime factor occurring in the prime ideal
decomposition of (Je(1, n)) in Z[‘] is necessarily some prime factor of the
ideal ( p), and of no ideal coprime to ( p), in Z[‘].
Let G=Gal(Q(‘)Q)=[_1 , _2 , ..., _ l&1], where _i is the automorphism
‘ [ ‘i of Q(‘) over Q for each i=1, ..., l&1.
We know from algebraic number theory that
( p)=P1P2 } } } Pk /Z[‘]
where k=(l&1)f and Pi ’s, i=1, ..., k, are distinct primes in Z[‘]. We also
know that the decomposition group GP =[_ # G | _(P)=P] is the same
for each P=Pi , 1ik, and that GP is a subgroup of G of order f. This
subgroup is unique as G is cyclic. Since f is even, there is an element of
order 2 in GP . Clearly, this is the (unique) automorphism _&1 : ‘ [ ‘&1 of
Q(‘) over Q. Thus _&1(P)=P for each P=Pi , 1ik. Noting that
Je(1, n)=_&1Je(1, n), we obtain:
(Je(1, n))=(Je(1, n))/Z[‘].
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Since Je(1, n) Je(1, n)=q= p: for 1ne&2, it follows that
(Je(1, n))=( p:2)/Z[‘] for 1ne&2.
Note that : is even, since := fs for some integer s1.
Lemma 1. Let :, ; # Z[‘], both prime to 1&‘, satisfy:
(i) (:)=(;),
(ii) |:|=|;|, and
(iii) :#; (mod(1&‘)2).
Then :=;.
Proof. See, for example, [9, Lemma 5, 92].
Theorem 2. Let p be any prime such that f =ord p (mod l ) is even, and
let q= p:#1 (mod e), for e=l or 2l. Then := fs for some integer s1 and
the Jacobi sums of order e for the finite field Fq are given explicitly as:
Je(1, n)=(&1)s&1 q12 for 1ne&2.
Proof. Since f =ord p (mod l ), and f is even, it follows that p f2#&1
(mod l ). Thus p:2= p( fs)2#(&1)s (mod l ). This implies that p:2#(&1)s
(mod(1&‘)2) in Z[‘]. Thus, for 1ne&2, the elements Je(1, n) and
(&1)s&1 p:2 of Z[‘] have the same prime ideal decomposition, the same
absolute value, and the same congruence relation modulo (1&‘)2 (cf.
Theorem 1 and Proposition 3). By Lemma 1, the theorem follows.
Remark. Thus, when ord p (mod l ) is even, it is clear that the Jacobi
sums of order l and order 2l for the finite field Fq are independent of the
generator # of Fq* and the root of unity ‘.
Alternatively, for the case under consideration, the Jacobi sums of order
l and order 2l are determined in terms of the (unique) solution of the
diophantine system in Theorem 3 below:
Theorem 3. For any prime p such that f =ord p (mod l ) is even, let
q= p:#1 (mod e), for e=l or 2l. Then := fs for some integer s1. Let
H=i (mod l) a i‘i # Z[‘] (where we may (or may not) give any fixed value
to one of the ai). Suppose the ai satisfy the arithmetic conditions (or the
diophantine system):
(i) q= :
l&1
i=0
a2i & :
l&1
i=0
a iai+1 ,
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(ii) :
l&1
i=0
ai ai+1= :
l&1
i=0
a iai+2= } } } = :
l&1
i=0
aia i+(l&1)2 ,
(iii) 1+a0+ } } } +al&1 #0 (mod l ),
(iv) a1+2a2+ } } } +(l&1) al&1 #0 (mod l ),
(v) ai=al&i for each i (mod l ),
then H=Je(1, n) for 1ne&2, where Je(1, n) is defined with respect to
any generator of Fq* , and the converse. The above system has the unique solu-
tion H=(&1)s&1 p:2. (The ai ’s are obtained uniquely by giving a fixed
value to any one of them.)
Proof. The arithmetic conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the con-
dition HH =q, and conditions (iii) and (iv) are equivalent to the condition
H# &1 (mod(1&‘)2). (See, for example, [9, 93].) Condition (v) is equiv-
alent to the condition H=H . The conditions HH =q and H=H together
give the ideal decomposition of H in Z[‘] as (H)=( p:2). By Lemma 1, H
is uniquely determined as an element of Z[‘]. The above conditions on H,
viz. the absolute value, the prime ideal decomposition, and the congruence
relation modulo (1&‘)2, are also satisfied by the Jacobi sums Je(1, n) for
1ne&2 (cf. Theorem 1 and Proposition 3) and by the element
(&1)s&1 p:2 of Z[‘]. By Lemma 1, the theorem follows.
Remark. Theorem 3 relates the evaluation of Jacobi sums as deter-
mined in Theorem 2 to the work done by earlier authors when ord p
(mod l )=1 (see [5, 1] and the references therein).
4. EVALUATION OF CYCLOTOMIC NUMBERS
4.1. Cyclotomic Numbers of Order l
For a finite field Fq , q#1 (mod l ), the DicksonHurwitz sums of order
l over Fq have been defined, for j, n modulo l, by
Bl ( j, n)= :
l&1
i=0
A(i, j&ni)l .
For the case p#1 (mod l ), q= p:#1 (mod l ), the cyclotomic numbers and
the DicksonHurwitz sums of order l over Fq have been determined in
terms of the coefficients of certain Jacobi sums of order l (see [5,
Lemma 5]). We observe that these formulae also hold true for all other
cases of ord p (mod l ); the proofs are analogous to the case p#1 (mod l )
considered in [5]. We combine these results to give:
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Lemma 2. Let p be any prime and let q= p:#1 (mod l ). Let
Jl (1, n)= l&1i=1 ai (n) ‘
i be the Jacobi sums of order l over Fq , for n (mod l )
(or 0nl&1). Then the corresponding DicksonHurwitz sums and the
cyclotomic numbers of order l over Fq are given by
lBl ( j, n)=laj (n)+(q&2)& :
l&1
i=1
a i (n),
and
l 2A(i, j)l=q&3l+1+=(i)+=( j)+=(i& j)+l :
l&2
n=1
ain+ j (n)& :
l&2
n=1
:
l&1
k=1
ak(n),
where
a0(n)=0, =(i)={0l
if l | i,
if l |% i,
and the suffixes in ain+ j (n) are considered modulo l.
In particular,
l 2A(0, 0)l=q&3l+1& :
l&2
n=1
:
l&1
k=1
ak(n),
and
l 2A(i, j)l==(i)+=( j)+=(i& j)+l :
l&2
n=1
ain+ j (n)+l 2A (0, 0)l .
We now explicitly obtain the cyclotomic numbers of order l for the case
under consideration in this paper.
Theorem 4. For any prime p such that f =ord p (mod l ) is even, for
q= p:#1 (mod l ), and := fs, for s1, the cyclotomic numbers of order l
over Fq are given by:
l 2A(0, 0)l=q&3l+1&(l&1)(l&2)(&1)
s q12,
l 2A(0, j)l=q&l+1+(l&2)(&1)
s q12 for j0 (mod l ),
l 2A(i, j)l=q+1&2(&1)
s q12 for i, j, i& j0 (mod l ).
Note that A(0, j)l=A( j, 0)l=A(& j, &j)l .
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Proof. From Theorem 2,
Jl (1, n)=(&1)s&1 p:2= :
l&1
i=1
(&1)s p:2‘i, for 1nl&2.
So if we write Jl (1, n)= l&1i=1 a i (n) ‘
i, it follows that
ai (n)=(&1)s p:2=(&1)s q12 for each 1il&1, 1nl&2.
The theorem now follows from Lemma 2.
4.2. Cyclotomic Numbers of Order 2l
For the case p#1 (mod 2l ), q= p:, the cyclotomic numbers of order 2l
for the finite field Fq have been determined in terms of the coefficients of
certain Jacobi sums of order l and order 2l (see [1, Proposition 7]). We
observe that the same relations hold true for the case p1 (mod 2l ),
q= p:#1 (mod 2l ). This is seen by noting the following:
For the proof in [1, Proposition 7], the DicksonHurwitz sums of order
2l have been considered and the Jacobi differences D( j, n) have been
defined in terms of these. Further, following Whiteman [12], the numbers
s(i, j) and t(i, j) have been defined in terms of cyclotomic numbers of order
2l. The DicksonHurwitz sums of order 2l, B2l ( j, n)=B( j, n), are defined
for j, n modulo 2l by
B( j, n)= :
2l&1
i=0
Ai, j&ni .
The Jacobi differences D( j, n) have been defined as
D( j, n)=B( j, n)&B( j+l, n),
and the numbers s(i, j) and t(i, j) have been defined as
s(i, j)=Ai, j&A i, j+l and t(i, j)=Ai, j&Ai+l, j .
The above terms and numbers are defined solely in terms of cyclotomic
numbers of order 2l. It follows that certain properties and relations satisfied
by these terms and numbers, seen in [1] for the case ord p (mod l)=1,
also carry over to all other cases of ord p (mod l ). This follows from the
properties of Ai, j as seen in Proposition 2.
Relations have been obtained in [1, Section 5] that express s(i, j) and
t(i, j) in terms of the Jacobi differences D( j, n). Further, relations have also
been obtained in [1, Section 5] that determine the DicksonHurwitz sums
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and the Jacobi differences in terms of the coefficients of Jacobi sums of
order l and order 2l. Noting that the properties of Jl (i, j) and J(i, j) are
respectively the same for all cases of ord p (mod l ) (cf. Propositions 1,2),
we can see that these relations continue to hold true for the case p1
(mod 2l ), q= p:#1 (mod 2l ). The proofs and the reasoning are the same
as in [1]. For the statements of these relations, see [1, Propositions 5, 5$,
and 6 and Corollaries 1, 2].
In [1, Proposition 7], for the case p#1 (mod 2l ), the cyclotomic
numbers of order 2l have been determined in terms of the coefficients of
Jacobi sums of order l and order 2l by applying the above-mentioned rela-
tions and a certain lemma [5, Lemma 5]. By our observations in the
preceding paragraph, and noting that Lemma 5 in [5] extends to all cases
of ord p (mod l ) (cf. Lemma 2), it is not difficult to verify that the relations
in [1, Proposition 7] extend to the case p1 (mod 2l ), q= p:#1
(mod 2l ). The proof and the reasoning are the same. We combine these
results below as:
Lemma 3. For any odd prime p such that q= p:#1 (mod 2l ), let
Jl (1, n)= :
l&1
i=1
ai (n) ‘i and J(1, n)= :
l&1
i=1
bi (n) ‘i
be the Jacobi sums of order l and order 2l over Fq . Then
4l 2Ai, j=q&3l+1+=(i)+=( j)+=(i& j)+l :
l&2
n=1
ain+ j (n)& :
l&2
n=1
:
l&1
k=1
ak(n)
&[(&1) j+(&1) i+t+(&1) i+ j)]
_{l+ :
l&1
k=1
bk(l )+ :
l&2
u=0
:
l&1
k=1
bk(2u+1)=
+(&1) j l {b&(&i)(l )+ :
l&1
u=0
b&( j&2iu&2i)(2u+1)=
+(&1) i+ j l {b&( j)(l )+ :
l&1
u=0
b&(i+2ju+ j)(2u+1)=
+(&1) i+t l {b&(& j)(l )+ :
l&1
u=0
b&(i&2ju&2j)(2u+1)= ,
where a0(n)=b0(n)=0,
&( j)={ 4( j)24( j+l )2
if j is even,
if j is odd,
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4(r) being defined as the least non-negative residue of r modulo 2l, and
=(i)={0l
if l | i,
if l |% i.
We now explicitly obtain the cyclotomic numbers of order 2l for the case
under consideration in this paper.
Theorem 5. For any prime p such that f =ord p (mod l ) is even, for
q= p:#1 (mod 2l ), and := fs, for s1, the cyclotomic numbers of order
2l over Fq are given by:
4l 2A0, 0=q&6l+1&(4l 2&6l+2)(&1)s q12,
4l 2A0, j=q&2l+1+2(l&1)(&1)s q12 for j0 (mod 2l ),
4l 2Ai, j=q+1&2(&1)s q12 for i, j, i& j0 (mod 2l ).
Note that A0, j=Aj, 0=A& j, &j .
Proof. In Theorem 2, we have seen that for e=l and e=2l,
Je(1, n)=(&1)s&1 p:2= :
l&1
i=1
(&1)s p:2‘i, for 1ne&2.
So if we write Jl (1, n)= l&1i=1 ai (n) ‘
i and J2l (1, n)=J(1, n)= l&1i=1 bi (n) ‘
i,
it follows that
ai (n)=(&1)s q12 for 1il&1, 1nl&2,
and
bi (n)=(&1)s q12 for 1il&1, 1n2l&2.
Also, since J(1, 0)=J(1, &1)=&1, we have
bi (n)=1 for 1il&1, n=0, 2l&1.
We now apply Lemma 3 to obtain A i, j for different cases of i, j (mod 2l ).
For this, consider 0i, j2l&1. Initially, we need to consider the follow-
ing cases for (i, j) separately:
(i) (0, 0),
(ii) (0, j) for j{0, l,
(iii) (0, l ),
(iv) (i, l ) for i{0, l,
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(v) (l, l ),
(vi) (i, j) for i, j{0, l, i#j+l (mod 2l ), and
(vii) (i, j) for i, j{0, l, ij (mod l ).
The results obtained for these seven cases are then combined to get the
results as stated in this theorem.
Remark. It is thus clear that when ord p (mod l ) is even, the cyclotomic
numbers of order l and order 2l for the finite field Fq are independent of
the generator # of Fq*.
5. ILLUSTRATIONS AND EXAMPLES
In this section, we illustrate the results of Theorems 25 for the case
p#2 (mod 3), q= p:#1 (mod e), when e=3 and e=6. For this case, we
obtain explicitly the Jacobi sums of order 3 and order 6 for the field Fq via
the diophantine system of Theorem 3. We then apply Lemmas 2 and 3 to
obtain the cyclotomic numbers of order 3 and order 6. We see that these
results are in keeping with those obtained directly via Theorems 2, 4, and
5. Further, we observe that these results are compatible with those
obtained by earlier authors for the case when p#1 (mod 3). This
demonstrates the link between the results we have obtained in Theorems 2,
4, and 5 (for the case when ord p (mod l) is even) and the results obtained
by earlier authors in terms of solutions of appropriate diophantine systems
(for the case when p#1 (mod l )).
We then illustrate the results of Theorems 2, 4, and 5 by concrete
numerical examples. These results are verified to be in keeping with those
obtained by direct calculation via the computer.
Proposition 4. Let p be a prime #2 (mod 3), and let q= p:#1
(mod e), where e=3 or 6. Thus, ord p (mod 3)=2 and :=2s for some
integer s1. Note that if e=6, the case p=2 does not arise. Let |=e2?i3.
Then with respect to any generator of Fq*, the Jacobi sums of order e for the
finite field Fq are uniquely given by
Je(1, n)=(L+3M)2+3M|, for 1ne&2,
where
L=2(&1)s&1 q12 and M=0,
and the cyclotomic numbers of order e for this field are uniquely given, for
L and M as above, by:
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A(0, 0)3=(q&8+L)9=(q&8&2(&1)
s q12)9,
A(0, 1)3=A(1, 0)3=A(2, 2)3=(2q&4&L+9M)18
=(q&2+(&1)s q12)9,
A(0, 2)3=A(2, 0)3=A(1, 1)3=(2q&4&L&9M)18
=(q&2+(&1)s q12)9,
A(1, 2)3=A(2, 1)3=(q+1+L)9=(q+1&2(&1)
s q12)9,
36A0, 0=q&17+10L=q&17&20(&1)s q12,
36A0, 1=q&5&2L+27M=q&5+4(&1)s q12,
36A0, 2=q&5&2L+9M=q&5+4(&1)s q12,
36A0, 3=q&5&2L=q&5+4(&1)s q12,
36A0, 4=q&5&2L&9M=q&5+4(&1)s q12,
36A0, 5=q&5&2L&27M=q&5+4(&1)s q12,
A1, 2=A1, 3=A1, 4=A2, 4=(q+1+L)36=(q+1&2(&1)s q12)36.
Here, Ai, j denote cyclotomic numbers of order 6; the remaining Ai, j are
given in terms of those listed above by the relations Ai, j=Aj, i=
A6&i, j&i=Aj&i, 6&i=A6& j, i& j=Ai& j, 6& j , cf. Proposition 3.
Proof. Applying Theorem 3, if we fix a2=0 and set H=a0+a1| #
Z[|], then Conditions iv of the theorem reduce to:
4q=(2a0&a1)2+3a21 , a0 # &1 (mod 3) and a1=0.
If we set L=2a0&a1 and M=a1 3, we obtain:
4q=L2+27M2, L#1 (mod 3), M=0,
and
Je(1, n)=H=(L+3M)2+3M|, for 1ne&2, e=3, 6.
(See also [9, Proposition 1].) Noting that q12= ps#(&1)s (mod 3), it
follows that L=2(&1)s&1 q12. Hence, Je(1, n)=L2=(&1)s&1 q12 for
1ne&2 and e=3, 6. Then, applying Lemmas 2 and 3, the cyclotomic
numbers of order 3 and 6 have been obtained as above. These results are
in keeping with those obtained alternatively by Theorems 2, 4, and 5. For
a comparison with the work done by earlier authors, see [10, 9, 5, 1]. We
note that these results for cyclotomic numbers of order 3 are in keeping
with those obtained by Storer [10] when p#2 (mod 3). Further, these
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results for cyclotomic numbers of order 3 and order 6 are compatible with
those obtained by Acharya and Katre [1] for the case p#1 (mod 3) when
m=ind# 2#0 (mod 3). We remark here that while earlier authors have set
q=ef +1 in their works, we have set q=et+1 and f =ord p (mod l ).
Remark. Similar results can be obtained for the case l=5, p1
(mod 5). In this case, ord p (mod 5) is always even. Here too, the results
obtained for Jacobi sums and cyclotomic numbers of order e=5 and e=10
are seen to be compatible with the corresponding results obtained for p#1
(mod 5) by earlier authors. The formulae here are more elaborate and will
be treated in a separate paper.
Example 1. Take p=19, q= p2=361, l=5. Here, s=1, f =2. By
Theorem 2, with respect to any generator # of F*361 , the Jacobi sums of
order 5 and 10 for the field F361 are obtained as:
J5(1, n)=19 for 1n3 and J10(1, n)=19 for 1n8.
Thus all the Jacobi sums of order e=5 and e=10 for the finite field F361
are determined by Proposition 3 to be:
Je(0, 0)=359,
Je(i, 0)=Je(0, i)=&1 for 1ie&1,
Je(i, j)=&1 for 1i, je&1, i+ j#0 (mod e),
Je(i, j)=19 for 1i, je&1, i+ j0 (mod e).
The cyclotomic numbers of order 5 and order 10 for the finite field F361 are
determined by Theorems 4 and 5 to be:
A(0, 0)5=23,
A(0, j)5=A( j, 0)5=A(& j, &j)5=12 for 1 j4,
A(i, j)5=16 for 1i, j4, i{ j,
A0, 0=17,
A0, j=Aj, 0=Aj, j=2 for 1 j9,
Ai, j=4 for 1i, j9, i{ j.
Here, Ai, j denote cyclotomic numbers of order 10. These results obtained
theoretically have been verified by direct computation. This has been done
by setting F361=F19(- 2) and considering the generator #=4+4 - 2 of
F*361 . Since for any other generator #$=#k, with ky#1 (mod e), we know
that Je(i, j)#$=Je(iy, jy)# and (A(i, j)e)#$=(A(ik, jk)e)# , it follows that these
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results obtained by computation are independent of the choice of gener-
ator.
Example 2. Take p=5, q= p4=625, l=13. Here, s=1, f =4. By
Theorem 2 and Proposition 3, the Jacobi sums of order e=13 and e=26
for the finite field F625 are determined to be:
Je(0, 0)=623,
Je(i, 0)=Je(0, i)=&1 for 1ie&1,
Je(i, j)=&1 for 1i, je&1, i+ j#0 (mod e),
Je(i, j)=25 for 1i, je&1, i+ j0 (mod e).
From Theorems 4 and 5, the cyclotomic numbers of order 13 and order 26
for the finite field F625 are obtained as:
A(0, 0)13=23,
A(0, j)13=A( j, 0)13=A(& j, &j)13=2 for 1 j12,
A(i, j)13=4 for 1i, j12, i{ j,
A0, 0=23,
A0, j=Aj, 0=A& j, &j=0 for 1 j25,
Ai, j=1 for 1i, j25, i{ j.
Here, Ai, j denote cyclotomic numbers of order 26. These results have been
verified by direct computation with respect to the generator #=&:+:2 of
F*625 , where F625=F5(:) and :=- 2+- 2 is a zero of the polynomial
f (x)=x4+x2+2, which is irreducible over the field F5 . As seen in
Example 1, the Jacobi sums and cyclotomic numbers obtained here by
computation are independent of the choice of generator # of F*625 .
6. SOME APPLICATIONS
In this section, we apply the results of Theorems 4 and 5 to evaluate the
number of Fq n -rational points on the non-singular projective curves
aYe=bX e+cZe (for e=l, 2l and abc{0) defined over any finite field Fq
such that q= p:#1 (mod e) and p is any prime such that ord p (mod l ) is
even.
First, we consider the associated affine curve(s) obtained by setting Z=1
and count the number of Fq n-rational points on these curve(s) in terms of
the cyclotomic numbers A(i, j)e of order e for the finite field Fqn . Then we
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count the points at infinity to obtain the number of Fq n -rational points on
the above projective curve(s) in terms of A(i, j)e . We denote this number by
ae(n) for e=l, 2l and for each n1. Substituting the values for A(i, j)e as
obtained in Theorems 4 and 5, we obtain al (n) and a2l (n) for each n1.
With these results for al (n), we determine the explicit form of the ‘-func-
tion of the projective curve aY l=bX l+cZ l defined over Fq . Thereby, we
corroborate the Weil conjectures (which have been proved in generality)
for this concrete class of curves given for odd primes l.
The Weil conjectures are statements concerning certain properties of the
‘-function of a non-singular projective variety defined over a finite field.
These are stated in a paper of Weil [11]. These conjectures have been
established in full generality for varieties of dimension 1; for a proof of
these conjectures for curves, see [8].
6.1. Counting Points on the Projective Curves aY e=bX e+cZe (e=l, 2l )
over Fq
Consider the projective curve(s) aY e=bX e+cZe (e=l, 2l and abc{0)
defined over the finite field Fq where q= p:#1 (mod e) and p is a prime
such that ord p (mod l ) is even. Fix a generator # of Fq* and let
ind#(bc)#i (mod e) and ind# (ac)#j (mod e).
Then, for each n1, fix a generator ;n of F*qn satisfying #=; (q
n&1)(q&1)
n =
;1+q+ } } } +qn&1n . Since q#1 (mod e), for each n1 and the finite field Fqn ,
we obtain:
ind;n(bc)#in (mod e) and ind;n (ac)#jn (mod e).
The number of Fqn -rational points on the affine curve aY e=bX e+c is
equal to the corresponding number of points on the affine curve
(ac) Y e=(bc) X e+1, and it is not difficult to see that this number is
given by
be(n)=e2A(in, jn)e+$(in)+$( jn),
where
$(r)={e0
if e | r,
if e |% r.
Here, A(i, j)e denotes the cyclotomic number of order e for the finite field
Fq n . The number of Fqn -rational points on the associated projective curve
(ac) Y e=(bc) X e+Ze (or equivalently, aY e=bX e+cZe) is then given by
ae(n)=be(n)+N,
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where N is the number of Fq n-rational points at infinity obtained by setting
Z=0.
In evaluating be(n) and ae(n), the following cases arise for in, jn (mod e)
(for each case, we give alongside the corresponding values for N and ae(n)):
(i) in, jn#0 (mod e), N=e, ae(n)=e2A(0, 0)e+3e,
(ii) in#0 (mod e), jn0 (mod e), N=0, ae(n)=e2A(0, jn)e+e,
(iii) in0 (mod e), jn#0 (mod e), N=0, ae(n)=e2A(in, 0)e+e,
(iv) in, jn0 (mod e), in#jn (mod e), N=e, ae(n)=e2A(in, in)e+e,
(v) in, jn0 (mod e), injn (mod e), N=0, ae(n)=e2A(in, jn)e .
In the above formulae for ae(n), A(i, j)e denotes the cyclotomic number of
order e for the finite field Fq n . Applying Theorems 4 and 5, we now
explicitly obtain the values for al (n) and a2l (n) as stated below:
Theorem 6. Let p be any prime such that f =ord p (mod l ) is even. Let
q= p:#1 (mod l ), and := fs for some integer s1. Consider the projective
curve aY l=bX l+cZl (abc{0) defined over the finite field Fq . Fix any
generator # of Fq* and let ind# (bc)#i (mod l ) and ind# (ac)#j (mod l ).
Then for each n1, the number al (n) of Fqn -rational points on this curve is
given as below:
al(n)=qn+1&(l&1)(l&2)(&1)ns qn2, if in, jn#0 (mod l),
al (n)=qn+1&2(&1)ns qn2, if in, jn, in& jn0 (mod l ),
al (n)=qn+1+(l&2)(&1)ns qn2, in all other cases of in, jn (mod l ).
Theorem 7. Let p be an odd prime such that f =ord p (mod l ) is even.
Let q= p:#1 (mod 2l ), and := fs for some integer s1. Consider the pro-
jective curve aY2l=bX 2l+cZ2l (abc{0) defined over the finite field Fq . Fix
any generator # of Fq* and let ind# (bc)#i (mod 2l ) and ind# (ac)#j
(mod 2l ). Then for each n1, the number a2l (n) of Fq n -rational points on
this curve is given as below:
a2l (n)=qn+1&(4l 2&6l+2)(&1)ns qn2, if in, jn#0 (mod 2l ),
a2l (n)=qn+1&2(&1)ns qn2, if in, jn, in& jn0 (mod 2l ),
a2l(n)=qn+1+2(l&1)(&1)ns qn2, in all other cases of in, jn (mod 2l).
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6.2. Zeta Function of the Projective Curve aY l=bX l+cZl over Fq
For an algebraic curve C defined over a finite field Fq , the ‘-function of
the curve C over Fq is defined as
Z(t, C)=Z(t, CFq)=exp \ :

n=1
a(n, C) tn
n + ,
where a(n, C) is the number of Fq n-rational points on C.
Theorem 8. Consider the projective curve C: aY l=bX l+cZl (abc{0)
defined over the finite field Fq where q= p:#1 (mod l ), p is any prime such
that f =ord p (mod l ) is even, and := fs for s1. Fix a generator # of Fq*
and let ind# (bc)#i (mod l ) and ind# (ac)#j (mod l ). Let %=(&1)s q12
and let ‘ be any primitive (complex) lth root of unity. Then the ‘-function
Z(t, C) of the curve C over Fq is a rational function in the variable t, of the
form P(t)(1&t)(1&qt), and the polynomial P(t) is given explicitly as
follows:
1. For i, j#0 (mod l ),
P(t)=(1&%t) (l&1)(l&2).
2. For
(i) i#0 (mod l ), j0 (mod l ),
(ii) i0 (mod l ), j#0 (mod l ), and
(iii) i, j0 (mod l ), i#j (mod l),
P(t)=(1+%t+%2t2+ } } } +%l&1tl&1) l&2= ‘
l&1
r=1
(1&‘r%t) l&2.
3. For i, j, i& j0 (mod l ),
P(t)=(1&%t)l&1 (1+%t+ } } } +%l&1t l&1) l&3
=(1&%t)l&1 ‘
l&1
r=1
(1&‘r%t) l&3.
Proof. In Theorem 6, we have determined the number of Fq n -rational
points on the curve C, given by al (n) for different cases of in, jn (mod l ).
Taking into account the different values for al (n) when l | n and l |% n, for
distinct cases of i, j (mod l ), and substituting these values in the definition
of Z(t, C), we obtain:
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1. For i, j#0 (mod l ),
log Z(t, C)= :

n=1
(qn+1&(l&1)(l&2)(&1)ns qn2) tn
n
= :

n=1
qntn
n
+ :

n=1
tn
n
&(l&1)(l&2) :

n=1
(&1)ns qn2tn
n
=log
1
1&qt
+log
1
1&t
&(l&1)(l&2) log
1
1&(&1)s q12t
.
Thus
Z(t, C)=
(1&(&1)s q12t) (l&1)(l&2)
(1&t)(1&qt)
.
2. For
(i) i#0 (mod l ), j0 (mod l ),
(ii) i0 (mod l ), j#0 (mod l ), and
(iii) i, j0 (mod l ), i#j (mod l),
log Z(t, C)= :

n=1
(qn+1+(l&2)(&1)ns qn2) tn
n
+ :

n=1
(qln+1&(l&1)(l&2)(&1) lns qln2) t ln
ln
& :

n=1
(qln+1+(l&2)(&1) lns qln2) t ln
ln
= :

n=1
qntn
n
+ :

n=1
tn
n
+(l&2) :

n=1
(&1)ns qn2tn
n
&l(l&2) :

n=1
(&1) lns qln2tln
ln
=log
1
1&qt
+log
1
1&t
+(l&2) log
1
1&(&1)s q12t
&(l&2) log
1
1&(&1) ls ql2tl
.
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Hence
Z(t, C)=
(1&(&1) ls ql2tl) l&2
(1&t)(1&qt)(1&(&1)s q12t) l&2
=
(1+%t+%2t2+ } } } +%l&1t l&1) l&2
(1&t)(1&qt)
.
3. For i, j, i& j0 (mod l ),
log Z(t, C)= :

n=1
(qn+1&2(&1)ns qn2) tn
n
+ :

n=1
(q ln+1&(l&1)(l&2)(&1) lns qln2) t ln
ln
& :

n=1
(q ln+1&2(&1) lns qln2) tln
ln
= :

n=1
qntn
n
+ :

n=1
tn
n
&2 :

n=1
(&1)ns qn2tn
n
&l(l&3) :

n=1
(&1) lns q ln2tln
ln
=log
1
1&qt
+log
1
1&t
&2 log
1
1&(&1)s q12t
&(l&3) log
1
1&(&1) ls ql2tl
.
It follows that
Z(t, C)=
(1&(&1)s q12t)2 (1&(&1) ls ql2t l) l&3
(1&t)(1&qt)
=
(1&%t) l&1 (1+%t+ } } } +% l&1tl&1) l&3
(1&t)(1&qt)
.
Hence the theorem.
The curve C considered in Theorem 8 is non-singular of degree l; hence
it has genus g=(l&1)(l&2)2. It is clear that for each case of i, j (mod l ),
the polynomial P(t) (in the Theorem) is of degree 2g and has integral coef-
ficients with leading term q g and constant term 1. (Note that q12 is an
integer.) Further, if we write
P(t)= ‘
2g
k=1
(1&:k t), 2g=(l&1)(l&2),
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it is clear that in each case we may pair the :k in such a way that
:k :g+k=q for 1kg, and |:k |=q12 for 1k2g. Thus the Weil con-
jectures are corroborated for this concrete class of curves C.
Remarks. (1) In Theorem 7, we have obtained the number of Fq n -
rational points on the non-singular projective curve aY2l=bX 2l+cZ2l
defined over certain finite fields Fq . As in Theorem 8 of this paper, we may
similarly obtain the explicit form of the ‘-function for the above curve over
Fq , and thereby verify the Weil conjectures in this concrete case. Here, one
has to consider various distinct cases of a, b, and c in Fq ; the explicit
‘-functions for these cases will be obtained in a separate paper.
(2) The Jacobsthal sums ,e(v) and the related sums e(v) of order e
over a finite field Fq (v # Fq) are known to be useful in evaluating the
number of points on curves of the form aY 2=bX e+c (abc{0) defined
over Fq . For odd primes p and l, the Jacobsthal sums , l (v) of order l over
Fq , q= p:#1 (mod l ), have been obtained in terms of the coefficients of
the Jacobi sum Jl (1, 1) of order l for this field (see [6]). The sums l (v)
and 2l (v) for this field are then given in terms of the sums , l (v). Thus for
odd primes p, l such that ord p (mod l ) is even, and q= p:#1 (mod l ), we
may apply the results of Theorem 2 in this paper to determine explicitly the
sums ,l (v), l (v), and 2l (v) for the finite field Fq . The explicit values for
these sums may then be applied to determine the exact number of points
on the affine curves aY2=bX l+c and aY 2=bX 2l+c (abc{0) defined
over Fq , in terms of q and l. Thereby, one may obtain the explicit form of
‘-functions of the associated projective curves defined over Fq . Inter-
estingly, the Weil conjectures (stated for non-singular projective curves)
continue to hold true for the ‘-function of the former projective curve, viz.
aY2Zl&2=bX l+cZ l, even for odd primes l>3 for which this curve is
singular. This work will be treated separately.
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